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Abstract The Tangled Nature Model—a biologically inspired model of evolu-

tionary ecology—is described, simulated, and analyzed to show its applicability in

organization science and organizational ecology. It serves as a conceptual frame-

work for understanding the dynamics in populations of organizations. A salient

dynamical feature of this model is the spontaneous generation of a symbiotic group

of core organizations. This core, consisting of several dominating species, intro-

duces a mesoscopic level between that of the individual and the whole system.

Despite prolonged periods of stability, this core is disrupted at random by parasitic

interactions causing sudden core rearrangements. The size distribution of the core

organizations is log-normal as predicted by theory and supported by empirical

findings. As a simple application of the model, we study the adaptation of organi-

zations to changes in resource availability in terms of population size, population

diversity, and ecological efficiency. We find evidence that a temporary reduction in

resources forces a consolidation resulting in a sustained increase in overall effi-

ciency, suggesting that such reductions can be applied strategically to drive incre-

mental improvements.
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1 Introduction

In the organization science literature, the idea of organizational ecology Hannan

and Freeman (1977, 1984, 1989), Baum (1996), Baum and Shipilov (2006) has been

important and influential for over 40 years. As emphasized in Hannan and Freeman

(1977), the idea is to be applied literally after a suitable mapping of organizational

forms into ecological niches. Thus models invented for use in a biological context,

like the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model Goodwin (1967), Hannan and Freeman

(1977) for population change and the NK model Kauffman and Weinberger (1989),

Levinthal (1997), Gavetti and Levinthal (2000), Rivkin (2000), Ethiraj and

Levinthal (2006) of macro-evolution, are applied directly to the ecology of

organizational forms. While the overall objective is to understand causes and

consequences of the observed distribution of forms, especially population size and

diversity, the perspectives of the various model types differ widely.

The original organizational ecology modeling framework is the growth model. It

focuses on discovering the conditions that generate important features in the

population dynamics, e.g. a population peak followed by decline, a late resurgence,

cycles, or an extinction. These models characterize organizations in terms of

externally observable variables such as size, age, sales etc., and they have been

largely successful in docking with empirical data. Models of this type rely on

different assumptions about the interactions within the population and the

availability of resources Lomi et al. (2005). The dynamics of the population unfold

according to the amounts of these resources and to type-specific founding (birth)

and mortality (death) rates. In the density-dependent selection model, it is

recognized that different types of forms may influence each other differently both

through legitimation and competition, and that the impact of the interaction depends

on the density of the population. These models all have a fixed, hard-coded

diversity, and even though niche width models Hannan and Freeman (1983)

advocate a more dynamic view by the introduction of flexible niche boundaries, the

diversity is still strongly linked to the number of distinct resources provided by the

environment via the one-to-one mapping of the isomorphism argument: ‘‘As the

diversity of the resource base increases, the diversity in a set of adapting

organizations increases’’ [Hannan and Freeman (1989), p. 93].

More recently, since the work of Levinthal (1997), the NK model has been the

canonical framework used in organization science to describe the evolution of

organizations striving for ever higher fitness in a complex landscape. In contrast to

the growth models, these macro-evolutionary approaches acknowledge the poten-

tially overwhelming complexity in the relation between the characteristics of the

individual organization and the selection pressures it faces. Assuming an abstract

and complex but population-independent relation, the salient and robust dynamical

trait of these models is that of punctuated equilibria, i.e. the abrupt shifts in the
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population from one seemingly stable form to another as observed in macro-

evolution Eldredge and Gould (1972). The popularity of the NK model is mainly

due to the explicit representation (via genotype) of sources of heterogeneity on

which differential selection works, which makes it easy to operationalize and

measure organizational change and population diversity. Having mapped out

performance as a function of the characteristics of the individual organization, the

NK model serves as a qualitative test-bed for studies of search and learning, and as

such has attracted much attention in the strategy and management literature.

The population-independent selection of NK models is a severe restriction

limiting the applicability to evolution in a restricted context, e.g. for single species

bacterial evolution in a constant physical environment Lenski and Travisano (1994).

This limitation has been recognized in the NK community Kauffman (1993), Sibani

and Pedersen (1999). Claiming that evolution is always co-evolution, Kauffman

introduced the NKC-model Kauffman (1993) by coupling the NK landscapes of a

fixed number of different species through the co-evolutionary parameter C (the

inter-species analogue to K). Yet, as each NK landscape will only support a single

abundant species, the family of NK models exogenously fixes the diversity in the

ecosystem. Moreover, adding co-evolution does not negate the drawback that how

populous each species is has little to no dynamical effect.

The two types of models for organizational ecology described above (the growth

models and the NK-based models) appear to be almost complementary in their

strengths and weaknesses. The former type does not easily lend itself to strategic

considerations from the perspective of the individual organization, whereas the

latter type often excludes interactions beyond the direct competition for a seat at the

table. They do agree in their somewhat static view on diversity. Thus it seems

desirable to find a framework that naturally supports both strategic considerations

and replicates the signatures of the observed population dynamics. This would allow

studies of strategic behavior at both the individual and population level within a

more generic setting where there is population-dependent selection pressure and

where diversity is determined endogenously. In this paper we present, as a candidate

for such a framework, a relatively new model called the Tangled Nature Model

(TNM). It was introduced about a decade ago Christensen et al. (2002), di

Collobiano (2002), Lawson and Jensen (2006), Laird and Jensen (2006) and has

mostly been used in a biological setting. We give two exemplary applications of this

framework. One, we connect to previous research on the distribution of firm size.

Two, we study the ecological effects of altering resource constraints and include the

strategic implications of a temporary boost or restriction of resources.

2 The Tangled Nature Model

The original motivation for the TNM Christensen et al. (2002), di Collobiano

(2002) was a desire to describe biological co-evolution without the limitations of a

fitness landscape predetermined by environmental factors. The TNM is very similar

to the NK model in its configurational setup and therefore also in the possible

representations and interpretations of the individuals in the population. The same
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processes of reproduction with mutation and death drive the dynamics in both

models. Although the individuals interact via the environment, the models are

stochastic and coarse-grained. Viewed as agents, the individuals have no explicit

choices to make. Events such as reproduction and death simply ‘‘happen’’ to them as

the outcome of their best efforts to reproduce and stay alive. The crucial difference

between the two models lies in the determination of the selection pressure. The NK

model uses a fitness landscape, and the goal is to maximize fitness in a given

landscape. In contrast, the TNM relies on the interactions between all the

individuals in the population in a fashion similar to that of growth models. It has no

fitness landscape and therefore (as in biological evolutionary systems) it has no

overall goal. As a model of evolution it can be used to understand patterns emerging

from evolutionary processes but it does not easily lend itself to agent-based

modeling and genetic algorithms which typically undertake the task of solving a

specific problem through optimization.

In the following, we first give a rough description of the model in biological

terms to set the stage and clarify the basic behavior of the model. We then describe a

mapping from the biological terminology to organization science before finally

going into the precise details of how the TNM simulations proceed in practice.

2.1 Model outline

The state of the TNM at any moment in time is represented by a population of N

individuals belonging to D different species. Each species is defined through its

genome, represented by a unique binary string of length L [as in the NK

model Levinthal (1997), Rivkin (2000)], and for brevity we label/index the species

by the integer representation of its binary string. The number of possible species is

2L but at any given time only a small subset of the possible species will be realized

through a non-zero population. The diversity of the population is measured as the

cardinality D of the set of realized species.

Through their interactions, different pairs of species have different impact on

each other. The impact of the interactions depend on the population levels and on a

matrix J of coupling strengths, whose elements are assigned randomly and fixed for

the duration of a single simulation of a particular ecosystem (analogously to the

fitness components of the NK model). The interactions are not symmetric i.e. it can

happen that species a benefits from species b, Jab [ 0, but species b is harmed by

species a, Jba\0. There is no self interaction, Jaa ¼ 0, and many pairs of species do

not interact at all. All individuals of all species interact with the environment in the

same way through an external parameter l which limits the total carrying capacity

of the system.

Table 1 shows a small toy example for L ¼ 3 of all the possible genotypes, their

labels/indices, coupling strength matrix J, and population levels of the species at a

specific sequence of points in time. In this toy example, the species have been

reordered according to coupling strengths in order to better illustrate the sparsity of

the coupling matrix. Each row in the matrix specifies the support (positive) and

opposition (negative) individuals having that row’s genome experiences from the
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remaining individuals in the population. Each column in the matrix specifies the

support and opposition individuals having that column’s genome provides for the

remaining individuals in the population. At each point in time the state of the system

is represented by the population levels of the different species.

The basic processes in the TNM are birth, mutation, and death. The birth rate of

the individuals of a species is a function of how crowded the system is and how

much positive and negative interaction they have with the individuals of other

species that are present. Reproduction for each individual is asexual, and each

reproduction event has a small probability to create a different species through

mutation. Deaths occur at a constant rate. As the system evolves, two features are

readily apparent: stable periods and quakes. The explanation of these features

requires us to introduce the concept of a core and its complement the cloud. We

give a definition below that allows us to identify core and cloud in practice but,

loosely speaking, the core is a small group of species, with mutually positive

interactions, which accounts for the majority of the individuals present in the

system. The cloud consists of all the remaining species which are not in the core.

Stable periods refer to the long time periods where the core is stable, and a quake is

an event where the core changes.

Figure 1a shows a stable configuration corresponding to the interactions in

Table 1 at ta. The core consists of species 0,1,2 (corresponding to genomes 000, 001

and 010) with the rest forming the cloud. For small L all possible species can be

present at the same time but as L increases (in practice we use L ¼ 20) this is very

unlikely. For larger L, cores typically consist of fewer than ten species (usually two

or three) with many more cloud species. A quake is shown in Fig. 1b–d. A

configuration like (a) can be stable for a significant time until a random mutation

generates a destabilizer, here represented by species 3 in Fig. 1b. The population of

the destabilizer species increases dramatically at the expense of the core, Fig. 1c,

until the core collapses which in turn removes most of the support for the

destabilizer. This process leaves a vacuum in the ecosystem, and this void is rapidly

filled by a new quasi-stable core configuration consisting of species 4 and 5, Fig. 1d.

2.2 Mapping to organization science

Keeping this high level view of the TNM in mind we now describe a mapping of

biological terminology to organizational terminology. Rather than create a very

detailed model of some system of organizations in this work we show the generality

of the TNM means that it can be plausibly mapped, with some modification, to a

large number of problems.

The mapping from genome to organization can be carried out by enumeration of

organizational attributes, processes, and principles that are relevant to the kind of

analysis we desire to make. This process is already illustrated in the NK literature.

The enumeration might be a set of binary choices which taken together fully

specifies the strategy of an organization as in Rivkin (2000). Or it might be a more

generic set of organizational facets regarding the firm’s strategic policies and

organizational structure, e.g. presence in key geographic areas, strategic positioning,

6 R. Arthur et al.
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production technology, span of control, and incentive system, all cast into a binary

representation as in Levinthal (1997).

Once the set of L binary variables has been chosen, each organization is fully

described by a string of L zeros and ones, representing that organization’s specific

combination of values for these variables. Thus each possible string is a

configuration encoding a very specific way of conducting business. The organiza-

tional configuration space consists of 2L possible configurations and each of these

strings of zeros and ones can be interpreted as a binary number, an integer in ½0; 2LÞ.

0

1

2

6

5

7

(a)

0

1

2

3

6

5

7

(b)

0

1

2

3

6

5

7

(c)

4

5

3

6
7

(d)

Fig. 1 a Quasi-stable configuration with f0; 1; 2g as core and f5; 6; 7g as cloud. b Destabilizer 3 appears.
c Destabilizer consumes most of the old core. d New quasi-stable configuration appears, f4; 5g. The
arrows denote the direction of the interaction with solid lines indicating positive interaction and dashed
lines indicating negative interaction. The size of the circle is proportional to the species’ population. The
process b–d is a quake
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In the biological model this represents the genome and a species consists of all

individuals with the same genome. The meaning of genome and species in the

organizational context is a little more complex. The choice of interpretation depends

on the research question being addressed.

The mapping from species to organization is typically established by interpreting

the individual of the population as an independent organizational entity, and thus the

species (all individuals with the same genome) is interpreted as groups of similar

organizations. Here, to be concrete and to be closer to the growth models, we

instead identify the organization with the genome, not with the individual. Thus the

bit string genome is an abstract representation of all the processes within the

organization, a kind of very complete business plan, down to the level where it

uniquely specifies a firm. With this interpretation, the number of actual organiza-

tions competing in the organizational ecology at any given time is given by the

diversity D of different genomes being populated, not by the total population

number N. The population of individuals with the same genomes, rather than

representing how many similar but independent firms exist, is a measure of the size

of one particular organization. In the previous toy example, at time td the ecology is

dominated by two organization: 4 and 5 having size 249 and 136, respectively, when

measured in some unit of business. Thus ‘species’ and ‘organization’ are synonyms

as are species population and organization size.

The basic processes in the TNM are reproduction (in our case asexual

reproduction), mutation and death. In the biological context the meaning is clear.

Each individual has the opportunity to reproduce or die. The higher the reproduction

rate minus the death rate, the larger the population of that species. With each

reproduction event there is a possibility of mutation generating a new species. In the

organizational context growth replaces reproduction. Whether deliberate (e.g.

business firms) or not (e.g. bureaucracies) most organizations face incentives to

grow. As we map the population of a specific genome onto the size of a particular

organization, the reproductive step in the model is mapped onto attempts at

expansion in size made by that organization. Measures of organizational size could

be total sales, total assets, market value, or even number of employees Shalit and

Sankar (1977), and expansion will be manifested in extensions in underlying

operations, like opening of a new outlet/production facility, or hiring. Thus every

unit making up the organization has the opportunity to be duplicated (increase

organizational size), to be eliminated (decrease organizational size) or to mutate

(spin off to create a new competing/complementing organization). The implemen-

tation remains the same as for the biological model but the perspective is different.

The inter-species interactions are assumed to depend on both the coupling

strengths and on the population levels of the interacting species, and each

interaction is allowed to be either positive (legitimating) or negative (competitive).

In this respect, the coupling matrix, J, is a function of the degree to which behaviors

in two species overlap, and the population sizes mainly serve to scale the impact.

These assumption fits well in biological settings where the ‘web of life’ displays

both symbiotic and parasitic relations, the impact of which depend on behavioral

links and the actual population sizes. In economic settings, negative interactions

represent direct competition for resources, a competition that serves to narrow the
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niche of the species and lessen support to its population. In principle, niche width

models also allow for positive population interactions, thereby widening the

fundamental niche of a form, and in the extreme entirely new niches for entirely

new forms may arise due to the support lent by existing forms. Interpreted more

radically, if the population itself is seen as being a new type of resource or providing

new types of resources, as suggested by the complementor concept of the Value

Net Nalebuff and Brandenburger (1996), then as the number of distinct types of

resource change, corresponding changes in diversity should be observed. For

example, in a world without Google Ads many online businesses which are

currently very successful would find themselves bankrupt.

2.3 Detailed description of the model

In real data, inter-species interactions and species’ environmental interactions are

not easily disentangled, and the TNM reduces the complexity of the material

environment to a single parameter which sets its carrying capacity or, from another

perspective, sets the environmental hostility. The inter-species interactions are then

the driving force behind calculating a species’ reproduction rate, or their

‘Malthusian fitness’. Much of the work developing and extending this model, as

well on making it known in the biological community, has been done by Jensen and

collaborators, see e.g. Jensen and Arcaute (2010).

The inter-species or inter-organizational couplings are specified by elements of

the non-symmetric matrix Jab, where a and b label genomes. The coupling graph

can be set up in any way that corresponds to the problem being studied.

Connectivity could be a small world network, a random geometric graph, a near-

decomposable structure, or simply a random graph. The coupling strengths

themselves are drawn from some distribution, usually symmetric.

In the original work Christensen et al. (2002), Jab is chosen to be non-zero with

uniform probability h ¼ 1=4 when a[ b, and self-interactions are excluded,

Jaa ¼ 0. The parameter h is used to tune the degree of interconnectedness of the

species, where h ¼ 0 represents completely independent species and h ¼ 1 is

maximal interdependence. If Jab is chosen to be non-zero, so is Jba, and in such

cases the two are drawn independently from the same underlying distribution.

Originally, the coupling strengths were generated from variables drawn indepen-

dently from the uniform distribution over the interval ½�c; c� for some constant

c setting the scale for variation in coupling strength. In later work di Collobiano

(2002) Anderson and Jensen (2005), the coupling strengths were drawn from a

product distribution of two independent standard Gaussian distributions.

The above change in the distribution of coupling strengths is important but is not

sufficiently emphasized in the literature, see Becker and Sibani (2013) for a

discussion. The key point is not the particular shapes of the two distributions but

rather the difference in their support. The first choice has compact (finite) support

thereby limiting the maximum influence that a single new species can have on the

existing population. Once the population grows stable enough to resist a maximal

disturbance, equilibrium is established. In contrast, the second choice has non-

compact (infinite) support allowing the (increasingly small) probability that a new
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species arrives with coupling strengths extreme enough to destabilize the existing

ecosystem. This prevents equilibration, even after one million generations, although

longer and longer stretches of meta-stable states are observed.

Mathematically the rate of organizational growth (reproduction rate) for the

organization a is controlled by the function

Ha ¼
1

CN

X

b

Jabnb � lN; ð1Þ

where N ¼
P

b nb is the total population (cumulative size of firms), C is a constant

controlling fluctuations (this can be important when the population is very low and a

fluctuation can take us to N ¼ 0), l represents the carrying capacity or environmental

hostility, nb is the size of organization b, and the sum runs over all extant organi-

zations.1 The reproduction probability for every unit of population a is given by

paoff ¼
1

1 þ e�Ha
: ð2Þ

This sigmoid function rewards large Ha values with a large reproduction probability

and punishes small values with a small probability. Reproduction occurs asexually

with constant mutation probability pmut for the copying of each bit from parent to

offspring. The mutation probability must be below the error threshold, so that

organizations don’t immediately mutate out of existence di Collobiano (2002) but

high enough that interesting dynamics occurs within a time that is feasible to

simulate. Our choice of parameters achieves this. Sexual reproduction has been

studied in Christensen et al. (2002) and though it changes the detailed dynamics of

the model, the emergent structures we discuss here remain. In this paper we will

consider only the asexual case which is more relevant for the organizational

interpretation of the model.

The basic TNM algorithm comprises the following steps:

– Choose an agent a with uniform probability

– Calculate paoff and make one copy of a with that probability. Each bit of the

offspring is changed with probability pmut

– Choose an agent b with uniform probability

– Kill that agent with probability pkill

Performing these four steps counts as one computational time tick. It does not

represent a physical time tick in terms of real or calendar time. Since the dynamics

of the model should not depend on the total population, we use a timescale called a

generation, which is conventionally defined in the TNM literature as lgen ¼ N=pkill:.

This is the number of computational time ticks required to simulate one physical

time tick of the model. It represents the time it takes on average for every individual

in the current system to die, and should not be confused with reproduction cycles.

This number is recomputed after every lgen ticks. When we refer to time t we will

1 The constant C is analogous to temperature (the reciprocal of the scale c of the uniformly distributed

coupling strengths in the original work) and l is analogous to chemical potential in thermodynamics.
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always mean the number of generations which have passed so far in the simulation.

The total population size is N ¼
P

b nb, and the diversity D is the number of unique

genomes in existence at the given point in time.

Recalling our mapping of the biological to the organizational realm, this process

should be thought of in the following way: In a certain time period an organization

can increase or decrease its size based on its fitness relative to the other co-existing

organizations. A simple and plausible way to evolve the system is to fix the

organizational sizes and evolve one by a small amount in that fixed background. We

then step through all organizations in this manner. This is the meaning of ‘choosing

an agent’ and calculating its ‘reproduction probability’ in our case, where we are

thinking of the species/organization as the basic unit in the model. It is a simple way

to evolve this coupled dynamical system. In biology we can plausibly map each agent

to an individual, but this is not necessary if we are concerned only with population

level information. Here the ontological meaning of agent, be it employee, business

unit or department, can be specified depending on the application.

2.4 Parameter values

The size of the configuration space fully specifying a species is determined by the

genome length L. The TNM literature typically uses L ¼ 20, which is also adopted

here, and which allows for just over a million species. For all simulation results

presented here, the remaining parameters are chosen as follows: carrying capacity

via l ¼ 0:1, selection discrimination by C ¼ 0:01, kill rate of pkill ¼ 0:2, and

mutation rate per bit set to pmut ¼ 0:01.

The coupling strength matrix defines the interaction network of each particular

ecosystem. For each simulation run presented in this work, the coupling strength

matrix was generated randomly according to the following principles: Jab is chosen to

be non-zero with uniform probability h ¼ 1=4 for a[ b, again with no self-

interactions, Jaa ¼ 0, and if Jab is chosen to be non-zero, so is Jba, the two being drawn

independently from the product distribution of two independent standard Gaussians.2

Though the TNM has a large number of parameters, the qualitative behavior of

the model is largely independent of their specific values and we are free to choose

these values on the basis of computational efficiency. This will usually mean

choosing them so that the population is relatively small but there is still a vanishing

probability of total extinction. All the macroscopic quantities are calculated using

800 independent runs (i.e. different randomly generated coupling strength matrices)

using these parameters, unless otherwise stated. The number 800 was chosen to

balance the noise on the reported aggregate measures against the available

computational resources.

2 Typical application of NK models in the strategy and management literature sets N ¼ 10, and we

expect that L ¼ 10 would suffice for the TNM as well. Going beyond that, the handling of the couplings

strain even the most resourceful computer. An elegant trick on how to address these issues is presented

in di Collobiano (2002).
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2.5 Initial conditions, boundary conditions, and equilibrium

The system is initialized with 500 identical individuals belonging to a randomly

chosen species. The initial configuration is typically very mal-adapted and thus the

size reduces quickly over the first generation, especially since a generation is

defined as enough computational ticks to kill the current population (initially, lgen ¼
2500 trials). Whence the initial population size of 500 is not recognized in the

figures. Due to the chosen mutation rate and genome length, each reproduction has a

81.8 % chance of being flawless, 16.5 % chance of creating a new species with just

a single point mutation, and 1.7 % chance of having a higher number of point

mutations. As a consequence the population will immediately start to spread in the

configuration space and seek out more stable configurations. The total population

size N can vary quite substantially in this model, depending on the quasi-

stable configurations found.

Although the configuration space for the species is bounded by the genome

length, the TNM is an open system at the population level. It is bounded downwards

by N ¼ 0, being a static state representing extinction. There is no upper bound to the

population size, but for a given ecology (coupling strength matrix) the dynamics

will make arbitrarily large fluctuations in population size increasingly unlikely.

Thus one could cap the population size at some extreme value, thereby rendering the

system a finite one, without noticeably changing the dynamics and results.

The model being a stationary stochastic process over an effectively finite

configuration space (at the population level), equilibrium will always established if

the model is run long enough. This is readily observed in the original version of the

model Christensen et al. (2002) where the coupling strengths had compact support.

By allowing rare and extreme couplings via coupling strengths of noncompact

support as we do here, the timescale on which equilibrium is established is stretched

dramatically. Convergence towards equilibrium can of course be hurried by

increasing the mutation rate, but this trick only applies up to the threshold where

stable species can no longer exist. With the parameters used in this presentation, it is

computationally infeasible to reach equilibrium. As the complexity of descriptions

of real organizations increases, the configuration space gets exponentially bigger.

As a consequence, what we observe is an ever evolving system.

3 Emergent behaviour

The basic features are described below and can be summarized as follows: A single

trajectory/simulation run is most of the time in a metastable configuration, usually

called a Quasi Evolutionary Stable State (QESS), where total population and total

diversity fluctuate around fixed plateau values. QESSs correspond to punctuated

equilibria. The rapid transitions between different QESS’s are called quakes and can

be interpreted as Schumpeterian shocks overturning existing market structures

through shifts in underlying demand causing radical new business plans to gain

traction or through technological innovation and creative destruction as supported

by Anderson and Tushman (2001). Averaging over many independent trajectories
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produces a characteristic logarithmic growth of both diversity and population. The

increasing stability of the system with constant external conditions is due to

increasing entropic barriers, for the definition and description of entropic barriers

and the entropic landscape, see Ref. Becker and Sibani (2013). Existing literature di

Collobiano (2002), Anderson and Jensen (2005), Becker and Sibani (2013) supports

the claim that the emergent behavior reported here for a single parameter set is

indeed a generic feature of the TNM.

3.1 Single run and macroscopic averages

Shown in Fig. 2 is a plot of the total population as a function of time for a single

TNM run. The first and most striking observations are the quakes, which are seen as

rapid changes in mean population. In more detail, we can plot every currently

populated species on the same graph, by mapping its genome to the integer by

which we have labeled it (the genome interpreted as a binary number), a, and

plotting this on the y-axis (black if occupied by at least one individual, white
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otherwise). This map does not preserve Hamming distance in genetic space, but is

nevertheless illustrative. We have some quakes early on (t � 5000) where species

survive the upheaval and new species are added. Later (t � 35;000) we find quakes

where the populations before and after consist of completely different species.

These two types of quake are the fundamental mechanism by which the TNM as a

whole can evolve.

In Fig. 3 we have averaged over many different runs and the chaotic individual

histories sum up to give a smooth logarithmic increase in both total population and

diversity. The explanation for this logarithmic rise can be given but this requires us

to explain some of the model’s emergent structures Becker and Sibani (2013).

3.2 Core and cloud

The core is a small group of mutually supportive species containing the majority of

the agents. During a QESS, a core species has, by definition, a population larger

than 5 % of the most populous species. A cloud species is defined as one which is

not a core species, thus partitioning the population into two disjoint sets, core or

cloud. The above definition does not describe short-lived transients accurately, e.g.

the case where all species have about the same population. In such cases, the

distinction between core and cloud cannot be maintained. However the majority of

the time the cloud makes up the majority of the diversity and the core makes up the

majority of the population. The core is spontaneously generated and interactions

linking core species are fundamentally different from other interactions. Figure 4

shows histograms, taken at different times, of the coupling strengths between

different core species Becker and Sibani (2013). We see that the distribution has

almost no weight on the negative axis. This is in contrast to the core–cloud and

cloud–cloud interactions, which are distributed symmetrically about zero, as the

underlying couplings are. The asymmetry of the realized couplings between core

species is a consequence of the selection pressures in the model, which seem to

elevate only groups of positive mutual interactions to high population levels.

The core provides a mesoscopic level of structure above individual agent (micro)

and below whole system (macro) which is lacking in the NK model. The latter

typically has, in our terminology, a single ‘core species’, i.e. the one with the current

fitness maximum, flanked by a small cloud located nearby in genetic space. Though

we have a plurality of forms in the NK model, one of them is extremely dominant,

and different forms interact only briefly whenever competition from a new and more

fit form wipes out most of the others. In both the NK model and the TNM, cloud

species are responsible for the jumps or quakes. In the first case, mutants find a

higher fitness maximum to which the population eventually moves. In the second,

mutants which receive positive support from the core are able to grow rapidly and

thereby destabilize the system through a quake.

The core is diverse, in the sense that its species can be far apart in genetic space.

Each core species supports a cloud of nearby mutants having a low poff , due to

randomly positive and negative interactions with the core. Cloud species are

therefore only populated intermittently due to a constant influx of mutants from

nearby core species. Figure 5a and b show the average population in the core and
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the average diversity in the core. The core population follows the average

population closely. After an initial peak and dive we find that the core diversity also

increases logarithmically in the very long run.

The transient behavior in core density is due to the explosive growth in the very

early and chaotic era before core and cloud structures are properly formed. A horde

of new organizations floods into the largely unoccupied part of the ecological

system to claim the available resources and gain a foothold. Some of these,

especially the groups with strong mutually supportive interactions, will expand fast

to further support their complementors and to severely weaken their competitors.

This process drives a consolidation phase where diversity drops as the meta-

stable core and cloud structures emerge. This behavior fits qualitatively with the

dynamics observed in the formation of new industries or niches. Upon emergence

many manufacturing industries, carrying products like typewriters, electronics Ut-

terback and Suárez (1993), automobiles, tires, penicillin Klepper (2002), display a

similar burst in the number of firms followed by a dramatic consolidation. The TNM

predicts this behavior under the assumption that the cloud can be identified with

independent contractors and small service providers who aren’t counted in these

surveys.

3.3 Quake mechanisms

A striking features of a single TNM run are the quakes punctuating the QESS that

describe the macroscopic variables. The TNM thus reproduces one of the hallmark

features of the NK family of models. In particular we have dramatic quakes where

the entire core group is replaced. This disruptive type of quake is crucial for our

understanding of the termination of an established core. The cause is the appearance

of destabilizing agents, as discussed below.

Fig. 4 Histogram of realized coupling strengths between core species internally (left) and between core
species and external cloud species (right). The variable jab ¼ Jabnb=N is the population weighted
coupling. This figure is reproduced from Becker and Sibani (2013)
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Figure 6 shows an example of a quake event. It zooms in on the event and

focuses on the core species. It gives a detailed view of the population of the core

species, each denoted by a different color, where a quake occurs near t ¼ 20 (after a

suitable shift of the time axis). We see that the precipitous drop in the core

populations coincides with the rise of a new species, which we call a destabilizer

and label by d. Its interactions with the old core, labelled by c are asymmetric: the

destabilizer has its H function increased by members of the core (Jdc is positive)

while core species have their H function decreased by the destabilizer (Jcd is

negative). This asymmetry causes the destabilizer to drain the population of the old
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Fig. 5 a Core population (number of individuals in the core), NC , averaged over 800 TNM runs b core
diversity (number of distinct genomes in the core), DC , averaged over 800 TNM runs

Fig. 6 Example of a quake for a particular simulation where conditions are identical to those of Fig. 2.
Population naðtÞ of a few core species as a function of time, with different core species denoted by
different colors. A quake occurs between t ¼ 20 and t ¼ 25
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core and increase its own. Since the destabilizer is only supported by its parasitic

interaction with the core, its population reaches a peak and then rapidly decreases

together with the old core. The destabilizer causes the quake but is not necessarily

part of the new core. However, at least one of the species in the core which forms

next will be genetically close to the destabilizer, since the latter had the maximum

population a short time earlier and generated mutants a small Hamming distance

away.

There is another, less dramatic, type of quake which preserves the current core

but still causes a sharp change in population. Here, the destabilizer agent d has

positive couplings Jad with one or more core species a. Such agent can join the

current core but, because of the finite carrying capacity of the environment, the

populations the of old core members cannot remain at their previous levels. The

system undergoes a population rearrangement to find a configuration stable with

respect to the new mutual interactions, with most or all of the old core species

remaining populated. This mild type of quake is crucial for our understanding of the

formation and co-evolution of the core, and it displays a path-dependence not

present in the NK model. As a core is established, it grants support to new forms that

might not have existed prior to the formation of that specific core. And as these new

forms arise to join the core, yet other new forms may find foothold to join or disrupt

the ecosystem.

4 Distribution of organization size

In an effort to test some generic predicitions of the TNM against real world data, we

measured the distribution of population sizes at a specific time. We believe that the

TNM should map sucessfully to real data on account of Gibrat’s law, which states

that organization size and growth rate are independent. In our model, the growth

rate paoff is independent of na, except in the overall normalization factor N ¼
P

a na.

As any one species is unlikely to account for the majority of the population N,

especially in the cloud, but also in the core at late times, we expect Gibrat’s law to

hold. The latter predicts the empirically observed log-normal distribution of

population sizes Axtell (2001), Cabral and Mata (2003). Note that, empirically, a

Zipf law and a log-normal tail are indistinguishable.

Figure 7 shows the results of our measurement on the distribution of organization

sizes for standard TNM simulations run with the parameters described in Sect. 2.4.

Interestingly the distribution is bimodal. Sparsely populated cloud species belong to

the left peak, while populous core species belong to the right peak. The clear

separation of the peaks confirms that our core–cloud subdivision is a robust property

of the system, not critically dependent on the value of the threshold used (for

convenience) to discriminate between the two groups. The core population

distribution is very close to the log-normal distribution shown by the full line,

while only the right-most part of the cloud distribution is similarly approximated by

the dashed line. Since population sizes are never smaller than one, a log-normal

distribution is unsuitable for negative values of its argument, and the discrepancy
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seen for small N values is expected. As noted in Cabral and Mata (2003), the peak

of the log-normal is expected to move to the right as firm age increases. In the TNM,

the population of long-lived core species follows the total population and grows

logarithmically with the system age Becker and Sibani (2013), leading to a similar

right shift in their distribution. A real-life example of such an ecosystem can be

found in the North American soft-drink industry. In absence of disrupting quakes,

an extensive fringe of struggling local producers constitute the cloud of small, short-

lived, frequently replenished firms, having a fixed size distribution over time. In

contrast, the established core consisting of The Coca-Cola Company, PepsiCo, and

Dr. Pepper Snapple Group will continue to grow albeit at an ever slowing rate as

they age. In conclusion, the observation of real data that firm sizes are log-normally

distributed with the peak position of the distribution growing with firm age is

reproduced by the TNM. This non-trivial qualitative mapping of the TNM to reality

already demonstrates the potential of the model for organization science

applications.

Fig. 7 The dots show the frequencies of organization size on a logarithmic size scale on which log-
normal distributions come out as Gaussian bells. Two log-normal distributions (dashed and full lines) are
provided as visual guides. The left peak corresponds to cloud species, and the right one to core species.
Since N� 1 in the model, only half of the cloud distribution is approximately log-normal. The core
distribution further to the right, smaller and broader, is well approximated by a log-normal, in agreement
with results of Cabral and Mata (2003)
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5 Organizational adaptation to change in resource availability

With ‘species’ interpreted as ‘organization’ we can now ask how an ecology of

organizations reacts, on average, if there is a sudden resource shock. In the TNM

this question is what happens to macroscopic variables like population and core-size

if the parameter l is increased (more hostile environment, fewer resources) or

decreased (less hostile environment, more resources). Unlike the NK, we are not

exploring a fitness landscape, we are, as described in Becker and Sibani (2013),

exploring an entropic landscape. We can nevertheless define a fitness, not as a one-

to-one function of the genome to a real number, but as a Malthusian measure of an

individual’s reproduction probability at a given time.

At a system level, what we mean by ‘fitness’ of the ecosystem as a whole can be

quantified by how well the system uses the available resources. In the Darwinian

sense of ‘survival of the fittest’ any core group of species that can survive for an

extended period is fit and with a fixed amount of resources, fitness and population

size are proportional. This notion of fitness describes how well the available

resources are exploited, and might equally well be called ‘efficiency’. The concept

is captured by the quantity

HI ¼
1

C

X

a

na

N

X

b

Jab
nb

N
; ð3Þ

the average of the interaction term in the H function over all individuals. The H

function needed to calculate the reproduction rate for the average agent is

H ¼ HI � lN. Therefore with any fixed resource level, l, a larger HI implies a

larger average reproduction rate. Since l characterizes the environment, systems

with larger HI support larger populations using the same resources, and it is in this

sense that HI is a measure of efficiency or Darwinian fitness.

We choose to fix l ¼ 0:1 and to increase or decrease it suddenly at t0 ¼ 104. We

then let the system evolve with the new value of l for 104 generations before

abruptly restoring its original value. Figure 8a shows the system fitness HI , in three

conditions: no change, increased resources and decreased resources. Compared to

the no change case, at the time of the jump the fitness decreases or increases if

resources are increased (l ¼ 0:01) or decreased (l ¼ 0:2), respectively. Further-

more, when the old value of l is restored at t ¼ 2 � 104 the change is not reversed.

In Fig. 8b, the average population at late times is greater or smaller compared to the

no l change condition depending on whether the system previously experienced a

scarcity or an abundance. The population seems to recover from overabundance of

resources, whereas the gained fitness from resource reduction is sustainable. The

alternative scenarios only slowly catch up over timescales much longer than the

window of the resource change. Similarly, Fig. 8c shows that the number of core

species is reduced by an increase in resources and vice versa.

In the TNM, increasing resources increases the total population N and since the

couplings Jab are weighted with 1 / N, their values decrease. The reduced

competition among species allows less fit cloud species to become more populous

relative to core species. Once the original resource level is re-established, the cloud
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species with low fitness die out and the overall population falls to a level lower than

the original one. When resources are decreased, the total population decreases, but

the relative weight of the population of the fit core increases, since the importance of

good connections becomes higher. Returning to the status quo ante hence leads to a

population increase.

From an organizational viewpoint, reproduction means everything an organiza-

tion does to perpetuate itself. The external resources are what the organization

consumes (e.g. market share, voters, high quality silicon etc.) to achieve this end.

The TNM analogy is telling us that in the event of scarcity the ecology will be

trimmed, and when scarcity ends, the good connections created are maintained and

lead to a more efficient exploitation of the available resources. Conversely, with

more resources flowing in, core efficiency loses importance and when the period of

abundance ends the less efficient core can only support a reduced population.

Importantly, the extant cores before and after the jump may well differ, a process

of structural renewal which could be regarded as similar to innovation. This process

can be accelerated or decelerated by changing resource availability. Figure 9a shows

a histogram of ‘‘distance’’ between cores before and after the change of l: distance
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Fig. 8 a Interaction strength, HI , b population size, N, and c core diversity, DC . The three data sets
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d ¼ 0 means that the cores are identical, d ¼ 1 that they are completely different.

The distance is calculated as

dðCðt0Þ;PðtÞÞ ¼
X

a2Cðt0Þ

naðt0Þ
nmaxðt0Þ

0

@

1

A
�1

X

a2Cðt0Þ

X

b2PðtÞ

naðt0Þ
nmaxðt0Þ

� nbðtÞ
nmaxðtÞ

����

����da;b ð4Þ

where Cðt0Þ is the set of core species at t0 before the l change while P(t) the whole

population at t after the change and reversion. Here nmaxðtÞ is the population of the

most populous species at the given time t, and d is the Kronecker delta. Using

P(t) rather than C(t) in the second sum allows us to weigh in species which go from

core to cloud. The difference between using P(t) or C(t) for the end situation is in all

cases minimal.

In Fig. 9a we plot a histogram of the distances calculated as above, with the

initial time taken just before the change and the final time 5148 generations after the

change ends, using 800 runs. The resulting distribution has two peaks, one at 0

corresponding to identical cores at initial and final times and one at 1 corresponding

to completely different cores. A bigger peak at 1 or equivalently a smaller peak at 0

implies more quakes on average between initial and final times.

By comparing the histograms for the two different change conditions to the no

change case, both increasing and decreasing the resources increases the average

number of quakes ( e.g. compare the height at d ¼ 1). The explanation is different in

either case. Increased resources, and therefore increased population, implies more

reproduction and therefore that destabilizers are found more quickly—a larger

radius around each core in the genetic space is explored. Decreased resources lead

to more core species, these are the only species with significant reproduction rate,

then, as long as the total reproduction rate is not too small, the increased number of

starting points for mutation leads to more destabilizers being found—more circles of

smaller radius are explored in the genetic space.
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Fig. 9 a pðdÞ is a core distance histogram of the observed distances d normalised so the area under the
curve is one. b Probability of total extinction and, conditional on no extinction, complete core
rearrangement (p1) and no core change (p0), respectively, versus the value of l used during the change
period. The vertical line signifies the no change condition of l ¼ 0:1. Here the difference is measured
across t0 ¼ 10;000 and t ¼ 25;148 in both plots
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Figure 9b shows the probabilities for complete core rearrangement, core survival

and total extinction (N ¼ 0) as a function of the value of l during the change period

at a given time after the l step. If in M ¼ 800 runs we had ME extinctions

pextinct ¼ ME

M
. In the remaining runs at time t there were M1 systems with

dðCðt0Þ;PðtÞÞ ¼ 1 and M0 with dðCðt0Þ;PðtÞÞ ¼ 0 (and a few M �ME �M0 �
M1 systems with intermediate core change), so p1 ¼ M1

M�ME
and p0 ¼ M0

M�ME
.

Increasing resources always increases innovation (i.e. core changes). For small

decreases in resources we see an increase in innovation followed by a decline as we

decrease by more. Though we still have more starting points for mutation the system

explores a smaller radius around each because the total reproduction rate is low. We

also start to see a significant probability for total extinction if the resources are

reduced too much. It is a delicate balancing act to encourage innovation by resource

restriction.

To sum up: a policy maker for a population of organizations, e.g. firms in a

market, institutions in a country, or business units in a corporate enterprise, can

encourage innovation by following either of the two strategies observed in the

TNM, Fig. 8c. In times of abundance focus on the most important aspects of the

core business (decrease core diversity). In times of scarcity try to find many diverse

and re-enforcing sources of revenue (increase core diversity). Either of these

strategies encourages innovation in the TNM as is seen from the drop in p0 (no core

change) in Fig. 9b on either side of the status quo, but the two strategies have very

different effects. A restriction of resources (high l) causes more dramatic

restructuring thereby increasing the risk of suffering a blow of creative destruction,

whereas an abundance of resources (low l) slightly favors incremental innovation

(as merely adding to the core has probability 1 � p0 � p1). However when

combined with the previous result, only in the scarcity condition will a more ‘fit’

ecology be created which exploits the available resources more efficiently. Thus, a

policy maker seeking performance improvement can induce a risky complete

restructuring by holding back resources. In reverse, a policy maker with excess

resources can induce more safe incremental improvements by investment but

shouldn’t expect to see performance gains sustained (far) beyond the investment

period.

6 TNM as a model of organizations

Being a model of population ecology, the TNM can be mapped to the field of

organizational ecology by the very assumptions of the latter. The question is, of

course, whether such a translation to and inclusion into organizational ecology will

yield any new insights not already captured by existing theory or predicted by

existing models. Below we will argue—from a representational, a dynamical, and

an intuitive perspective—for the benefits of applying the TNM within the realm of

the social sciences.

Identifying the organization as an individual in the model, the TNM features an

explicit representation of both the configuration of the individual organization and
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of the interactions between any two organizations. Roughly speaking, the TNM

borrows the configuration from the NK model and the interaction setup from the

growth models of organizational ecology.

The configuration is a fixed set of attributes, playing the role of a stable source of

heterogeneity, on which differential selection operates. It is an abstract represen-

tation mimicking the representation of the NK model and as such has the same

advantages and drawbacks: it is easy to model organizational change and search

processes across populations of diverse organizations but nontrivial to translate the

configuration onto the set of observable parameters for real organizations.

Whereas the abstractness of the NK model is underscored by the addition of an

abstract coupling mechanism between configurations, the TNM takes the more

operational approach of the growth models using measurable competition and

complementation strengths. The open-endedness of the TNM regarding the setup of

the coupling matrix allows a wide range of network types and strength distributions

to be analyzed. It even allows us to group ranges of attributes (bits) in the

configuration and map them to real world observable parameters and approximate

various functional (linear/logarithmic) influences on founding rates. Such an

approach would hoist some of the traditional wisdom of organizational ecology into

this new setting.

The environment is modeled in a very simplistic fashion, as in growth models, by

a resource constraint (l), and the selection pressure is similarly set, as in

generalizations of the NK model including noise, by a single parameter (C) deter-

mining the steepness of the sigmoid function yielding the Malthusian fitness. As a

consequence, the population size and the diversity are both dynamical variables

which facilitates studies of the relation between the two.

The stochastic mechanism driving the dynamics is, in the TNM, the basic loop of

copying based on support from other species, followed by termination of population

members. This model has no static fitness landscape, and the optimization is not

energetic but entropic Becker and Sibani (2013). Rather than seeking an answer to

What is the current best genome I can have? the TNM seeks to answer What is the

largest group of genomes which can survive concurrently? As such, it has co-

evolution built in from the beginning, rather than added to an existing framework.

The resulting dynamics of the TNM display several intriguing features, which

turn out to be robust across variations of both the setup and update loop as will be

discussed later. The system evolves through punctuated equilibria similar to the

dynamics of NK model, i.e. having long stretches of stability interrupted by sudden

and dramatic rearrangements. During these quakes we observe, apart from changes

in population levels, a burst and decline in diversity. A quake may even cause a total

extinction.

With the spontaneous formation of a stable core of diverse organizations in

symbiotic existence, the TNM adds a richness not captured in previous models. It

introduces an intermediate level, a mesoscopic level between that of the

microscopic individual level and that of the macroscopic system level, and thus

enables studies of multi-level systems. In this context, the concept of extinction can

be naturally subdivided since the replacement of an entire core by a new one

represents the end of business as we know it without invoking complete annihilation
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the entire population. To maintain the distinction, we reserve ‘extinction’ for the

latter and use ‘complete core rearrangements’ for the former.

Intuitively, organizational ecology already has in place the use of coupling

strengths to narrow/widen niches to model effects of competitors and complemen-

tors in the ‘web of policy/business’. We advocate a radical interpretation in

emphasizing the increased importance of the population over the environment. If the

population itself is seen as being a new type of resource or providing new types of

resources, as suggested by the supplier and consumer concepts of the Value Net,

then as the number of distinct types of resources change, like changes in diversity

should be observed too. This is a likely scenario in the business world where the

existence of a specific type of firm is typically not limited by the lack of housing

facilities, energy to consume or similar constraints of the material environment.

Rather, the niches are defined by the other types of firms in the value system, by the

extent to which there is a vertical chain in which the firm can participate and by the

extent to which the product/service of the focal firm can complement or is

complemented by products of other firms. In the TNM, niches emerge from the

dynamics of the model itself, e.g. as in real markets a significant demand for cars co-

evolves with a similar demand for gasoline. With a core formed, niches are

generated for those species which can exist with the current core without disrupting

it.

To continue the auto industry analogy, new niches will form for car stereos and

cup holders having marginal impact on the core. As long as the products stay

differentiated and as long as synergetic relations exist then new significant members

may even join the core. For example, once established, Ferrari sales have little effect

on sales of Nissan pick-up trucks but both can benefit from joint lobbying of the

government and transfer of skilled employees. The dynamics shows a clear path-

dependence, in the sense that the exact core formed will map out the set of currently

viable niches. There is then, in a loose sense, competition among mutant species to

reach these unpopulated niches first. This version of the TNM could support only

one type of luxury car brand, for example.

Even though core species also compete for a share of the external resources,

except in extremely rare cases this competition only leads to stable fluctuations in

the mean population. Large, long lived, stable core species, the TNM versions of

Ford or Toyota, aren’t likely to be forced out of business by some new upstart firm

which does not actively weaken the big firm’s business. Rather new species can

either exist with a small population supported by core mutations, join the current

core or destroy the current core completely. For example, advances in telecom-

munication have already reduced the necessity of traveling for a number of business

purposes. More dramatically, a sudden innovation in personal transportation, e.g. a

dramatic increase in engine efficiency, could cause a significant and drastic change

in the auto industry and at the same time create new markets supporting this new

technology. The TNM models how organizations are created and survive in a such

complex interaction network.

The merit of the TNM in population ecology stems from its set of appealing

features, especially the spontaneous generation of a mesoscopic structure (i.e. the

core) between the microscopic (i.e. individual) and macroscopic (i.e. population).
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The core and cloud imagery likewise fits very well with organizational ecology

where a few stable types of organizations carrying the mass of the population are

typically observed alongside a large variety of short-lived organizations struggling

to gain foothold. The core, which is a diverse group of equally important forms

stabilized by synergetic interactions, emerges dynamically, lasts for long periods of

time, during which its different populations change periodically in a way

reminiscent of economic cycles, and disappears in sudden and rapid events akin

to major cultural changes. The fundamental observations in organizational

ecology Baum (1996), the diversity of organizational forms and the continual,

rapid creation and destruction of new organizations, are also properties of the TNM.

Thus, some questions about organizational ecology can be answered very precisely

within the model, e.g. what causes rapid change and what is the liability of aging. In

this way, the TNM can serve as a null model predicting generic features that only

depend on basic assumptions about interactions and competition in organizations of

interacting agents. Elucidating such generic features allows one to disentangle what

is typical behavior and what is atypical and dependent on details of the system under

consideration. Details can be included by tailoring the TNM to suit specific

applications, meaning that the TNM can become a framework for describing real

world organizations and their dynamics.

Due to the very general nature of the model, wherever we have mutually

interacting agents which (a) change in some way and (b) form groups with different

agent types interacting, we can map this situation to a TNM. Here, for clarity and

illustration, we have associated each species of the TNM with just one organization

and let the population count specify the size or number of departments/branches of

this form. However other mappings are possible. A natural interpretation of TNM in

the context of organizational ecology is to associate the individual agent of the

TNM with one organization in the population, thus letting the population counts

determine the number of independent organizations of each form. The mapping

depends on the research question pursued. If we wish, we can think of the genomes

abstractly, not just as forms of organization, but also as as ideas, business models,

product designs etc. The genetic space in the TNM becomes a space of ideas.

Certain business models are mutually compatible and mutually re-enforcing, e.g.

Apple $ Google $ Huffington Post, where the arrow signifies a mutually

beneficial relationship. In real world cases where multiple cores are observed in a

value system, the isomorphism argument of diversity is likely to hold at the level of

the core, so that any space over distinct resources (geographic sites, non-related

demands, etc.) should yield the desired result.

The level of analysis can be chosen freely when mapping the problem domain

onto a TNM. In a single business context, we have something as simple as: Sales $
Production $ R&D. The term �lN modeling the environment in the biological

interpretation can be thought of as measuring consumer demand or company budget,

which is finite and expended to a different degree on each different function. We

then have the organization’s mutually supportive core functions, variations of which

are tested. Occasionally one of these variations can either join and become a new

core function or destabilize the core completely. Think of a firm investing heavily in

a new type of product. Should it be a success, it can become an integral part of the
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firm’s business, cannibalize the existing portfolio of products, or, if the innovation is

very drastic, it can replace the old product line completely.

Alternatively we can try to map the agents to individual human beings to be

closer in spirit to the biological interpretation. However with this type of mapping

the agents may be too irrational to model real individuals and some modification

becomes necessary to add a degree of bounded rationality. In the form presented

here, search is myopic and random. Of course, real agents in an organization are at

least somewhat rational, nevertheless, as a first approximation and baseline,

complete irrationality serves as a benchmark for models incorporating more rational

behavior. Following Hannan and Freeman (1984) we use the approximation that, in

a highly uncertain environment, adaptation decisions are essentially random with

respect to future payoff. To go beyond this approximation, the limitations of the

original models must be addressed.

6.1 Limitations and ongoing work

The TNM supports heredity only in a very restricted sense. If an offspring is a

flawless copy of the parent then it inherits the exact same couplings as the parent. If

there is any mutation—even just a single point mutation—then the offspring gets a

brand-new set of couplings and therefore does not resemble the parent at all in terms

of interactions with the population. Thus, one of the advantages of the NK model

appears to have been lost in the TNM, namely the ability to tune the complexity or

‘ruggedness’ of the couplings (parameter K). Although the overall level of

interconnectedness can be tuned by the parameter h, the version of the TNM

presented here represents the maximal ruggedness. More broad forms of heredity

where correlations in coupling strengths decay with Hamming distance in genome

space between parent and offspring, can be introduced in several ways. The original

formalism Christensen et al. (2002) applies the maximal ruggedness approach but

also describes a more detailed version where the coupling strengths are summed up

from contributions stemming from pairs of bits across the two interacting species.

Such an approach can map out a more smooth variation in coupling strengths as

organizations change incrementally. A tunable intermediate can be found in Laird

and Jensen (2006) where reproduction is more realistic as the interactions of the

offspring are correlated, to a greater or lesser degree, with those of its parent.

Another such attempt is described in Robalino and Jensen (2013).

The individuals in TNM leaves much to desire in terms of agency. In the original

formulation, agents have no active choices to make or variables to control.

Cognitive aspects of search along the lines of Gavetti and Levinthal (2000) may,

however, easily be incorporated into the basic update loop of the TNM framework.

In such a setting, it is possible to equip the individual with strategic concerns and

means in order to simulate entrants’ deliberate attempts to destabilize an existing

core and, reversely, incumbent aggression toward potential destabilizers.

Attempting to capture trends in data on real organizations, the organizational

ecology literature experiments with different measures of variables such as size and

age, and also with the functional relation to these, e.g. log of total sales. In TNM a

linear relation is established between population size and impact of interactions. The
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relation might be non-linear in real organizational ecologies. Or if some type of

organization (b) acts as catalyst for certain economic behavior, constant levels of

support might be added/subtracted according to the very existence of the catalyst

species (nb [ 0 or nb ¼ 0). The effects of such modifications are yet to be

determined.

With our definition of the core of the organizational ecology it is not possible to

observe two cores. Imagine a group of tightly coupled organizations all supporting

each other, and imagine another such group with no coupling between the two

groups. We need a more refined core definition, which incorporates the structure

captured in the couplings, in order to examine processes where a new organization

with couplings to both groups emerge. Without such a definition it is not possible to

study group-group competition or group mergers.

The TNM is an abstract and coarse-grained model. Yet, some previous and on-

going work attempts to make the agent dynamics more ‘realistic’ in more

specialized contexts. Much of the previous discussion and terminology on cores and

clouds has its basis in Becker and Sibani (2013). Accumulation of capital and

reinvestment were added by Robalino and Jensen (2013) in a variant which the

authors call ‘tangled economy’. A spatial component, allowing individual agents to

migrate was considered in Lawson and Jensen (2006). Finally, Nicholson and Sibani

(2015) adds a copying mechanism to the TNM, allowing for exchange of ideas and

granting support to studies of strategies for imitation. These references indicate that

the TNM framework is both flexible and robust. In all cases, we observe

logarithmically increasing macroscopic variables, core and cloud formation, and

punctuated equilibria. In summary, the different modifications complement the

existing framework rather than invalidating it.

6.2 TNM for organizational ecology

As a model of organizational ecology, rather than biological ecology, the TNM

provides very clear answers to two questions:

1. What is the cause of rapid organizational change?

2. What is the liability of aging?

Regarding change (1), in the TNM the process of creative destruction is initiated by

the appearance of a destabilizing agent which interacts parasitically with the

established core and ultimately destroys it. In a business model interpretation, the

destabilizers are new ‘ways of doing things’ or approaches, which are supported by

the old ones but have an adverse affect on their business. For example, low cost air

carriers thrive on an existing market brought about over decades by their

competitors. They have different and more cost effective ways of delivering their

products, and quickly overtake a large chunk of the market. The destabilizing

entrant might well be short-lived, though a similar new-comer is very likely be part

of the new core. In reality, being first to market with a new product is not a

guarantee to dominate the market at later times since the turmoil of old institutions

faltering and opportunists arising often requires the original creator to change aptly
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and significantly in response. The basic TNM models a scenario where there can be

a second (or slightly later)-mover advantage Geroski and Markides (2005).

Regarding aging (2), the TNM predicts that cores grow bigger and last longer as a

function of time. This growth is logarithmic which means that old cores are very

resistant to the addition of new members. In this sense, the TNM incorporates

structural inertia at the core or population level. It is true in reality that large, long-

lived firms are not necessarily renowned for their levels of innovation and for

frequently adding novel and sustainable business strategies. However such large

firms are quite robust and can completely dominate an industry to the point of

monopoly e.g. YKK zippers. Unfortunately, there is no reason to believe that such

an old and stable configuration is optimal from a system perspective as early path-

dependence may have lead the configuration to be locked-in by blocking better

alternatives Arthur (1990). Conversely, cores formed at early times can incorporate

new members but can also easily be destabilized. This represents a dilemma for the

innovative creator since stretching for promising opportunities may bring about the

end of existing businesses. Hence, stability is possibly the positive flip side to

resistance to innovation.

7 Conclusion

The Tangled Nature Model (TNM) simulates co-evolution of a population of

explicitly represented agents through stochastic processes of founding and mortality

determined by population-dependent interactions and an environmental constraint.

As such it combines some of the best features from the NK model and from

ecological growth models. Population and diversity are both endogenously

determined by the punctuated equilibria dynamics, displaying rapid creation and

destruction of new forms as well as the population/diversity bursts and declines

often observed in economic systems. For this reason, we argue that the TNM is

directly applicable to organizational ecology, especially in scenarios governed by

experiential search, and that its richness facilitates further studies in this field. As a

highlight, the emergence of quasi-stable, mesoscopic structures between the agent

level and whole system level makes it a multi-level model which is of key interest to

organization science. The dynamics spontaneously define a diverse core group of

populous and mutually supportive types of agents, carrying most of the mass of the

population, surrounded by a cloud of agent types, carrying most of the diversity of

the population, struggling to gain foothold in the ecosystem. The fundamental

processes at the mesoscopic level are core addition and core destabilization, which

happen endogenously, but which can also be triggered and, to some degree,

controlled by external interventions. There is a clear connection of these processes

to micro and macro levels.

The TNM is flexible and tunable regarding the hardness of selection, hostility of the

environment, distribution of coupling strengths, and the network in which the agents

live. Yet, the TNM should not be seen as a fixed tool which can be universally applied

without modifications but rather as a very general framework with some emergent

properties that are robust against modification. Altering and adding to the model when
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addressing specific research questions, the TNM becomes the framework in which

basic concepts are not obscured by the details of specific systems. As a specific

application, we examine the effect that a temporary boost or drop in resource

availability has on an ecology of organizations. We find that minor changes in either

direction encourage changes in the ecology of organizations. But where an increase in

resources leads to a temporary loss of efficiency at the system level, a decrease in

resources leads to a sustainable gain of overall efficiency. For optimizing an existing

ecology, a small period of intermediate adversity (enough to cause a change, not

enough to destroy the system) is better than a similar period of abundance. This effect

should be of strategic importance to any policy-maker, be it a politician influencing a

community or a CEO influencing a company, as changes in resource allocation

become a lever for stimulating efficiency improvements in foreseeable ways. That

such interesting and counter-intuitive results (counter-intuitive since governments

and firms often expect throwing more money at a problem to lead to more efficiency)

comes from such a simple modification of the basic model is another reason to believe

the TNM can be of value to organization science.

Surprise emergences are generic features of complex systems. In industrial

ecologies they follow from Schumpeterian disruptive innovations. In this context,

we hope that the Tangled Nature Model can be a new and useful tool for the

organization science community. Serving as a more general and adaptable frame-

work for thinking about and modeling organizations, it can complement existing

ideas of organizational ecology and help to answer outstanding research questions.
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